PRESSURE DROP ACTIVATED TRAP PRIMER
4402
Pressure drop activated trap primer with 1/2” threaded connections and four view holes - serves up to
four drains
PROJECT:
ENGINEER:
A.S.S.E. 1018 Approved
MECHANICAL:

Catalog
Number
4402

Outlet / Inlet
Size In.
½” NPT

Wade’s 4402 Series pressure drop activated trap primer valve can be connected to any cold water supply line and
will automatically activate when a valve or faucet is opened. A pressure drop of 3 psi activates the valve and will
deliver a metered amount of water to the floor drain trap. Effective operating range 20 to 80 PSIG (138 to 552
kpa). Minimum discharge rate is 4.575 ml/m at 20 PSIG. Inlet: ½” Male NPT Outlet: ½” Female NPT
Material Specification:
Body: Type 360 Brass
O-Rings: EPDM E70
Seal: Dow #7 Silicone
Screen: 304 S/S #60 Mesh

Installation Requirements:
Flush supply piping prior to installation.

Suggested Installation

TPV is designed to be installed on ½” to 1-1/2” cold water supply lines feeding flush valves, faucets supply or other
valves which are frequently used. Unit must be installed near a fixture that creates a minimum of 3 PSIG pressure
drop. The trap prime valve make-up piping to the floor drain is recommended to be a minimum of 12” off the
finished floor before a 90 degree elbow is installed. The furthest recommended distance of piping from valve to
drain is 20 feet. Piping from valve to drain must have a continuous slope. Valve must be installed in a vertical
position and level. Do not subject valve to rough-in pressure test. Installation of an up stream service valve on the
inlet side of the TPV is recommended. Do NOT use pipe dope – Teflon tape is recommended.
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